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Tracking reveals the story of what has happened in our environment. It is up to
us whether we consider that valuable or not. I certainly do. There is a difference
between something that is valuable and something that is essential. Oxygen is
essential, but tracking is valuable. One keeps us alive, the other enriches that
life. A bacteria is alive, but humans are capable of the sort of awareness that
leads to a much richer life. If we choose it. Those who have no interest in the
stories we can read in nature have a poorer life.
2. According to you, how can Tracking be combined with natural navigation?
My work is all about the clues and signs in nature. Some of this overlaps
directly with tracking. The sign in the ground can be used to identify a human or
animal species, but it can also be used to understand their story. Their story
can then be used to help us find our way. The decisions people and animals
make can be seen in their signs, this reveals a lot about our surroundings and
can help us with navigation decisions.
3. Can a missing person rely only on Tracking Skills?
I'd never encourage people to rely on only one set of skills, because nature will
choose its way of revealing things and different perspectives can help us to
see that. But if you are lost, then noticing the route taken by animals can reveal
the location of water, woodland, hills, towns and much more. Humans leave
erosion patterns at junctions that point towards civilisation. As a general rule,
individual animals and people can do strange things, but group behaviour will
always reveal a truth about the area.
4. According to your opinion, can Animal Tracks identification be supported by
technology?
Many people assume that I'm anti-technology, but that is not true. I am a big fan
of technology, but my philosophy is normally: try to answer the question before
asking the computer. Then use the computer to see how you did and to hone
your understanding. Technology can be a great tool for enhancing education and
safety, but it never reminds us to look to nature for the answer first. We rely on
ourselves to do that.
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1. Tracking is an ancient Art with valuable applications in everyday life in the
Outdoors. Vintage mentality or still actual? How is your perspective about
that?

